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ABSTRACT

Using the daily outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), the pentad Climate Prediction Center Merged

Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP), and the 6-h Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) dataset from

1979 to 2010, a composite analysis along with space–time wave filtering is performed to examine the linkage

between theMadden–Julian oscillation (MJO) and the onset of the East Asian subtropical summer monsoon

(EASSM) (over 208–308N, 1108–1208E). The onset of the EASSM is shown to be best characterized by the

reversal of the mean meridional wind shear related to the rapid reestablishment of the South Asian high

(SAH) over the southern Indochinese Peninsula in the upper troposphere. Themean date of EASMMonset is

near the end of April, which is about a month earlier than the typical onset of the East Asian summer

monsoon. Further analysis indicates that the onset of the EASSM and the reestablishment of SAH are often

associated with the arrival of the wet phase of the tropical MJO over the central and eastern Indian Ocean.

1. Introduction

The Asian summer monsoon system has two compo-

nents: the South Asian summer monsoon (or Indian

summer monsoon) and the East Asian summer mon-

soon (EASM). The latter is one of the most prominent

phenomena associated with the seasonal variation of the

atmospheric circulation in the Northern Hemisphere.

The EASM is commonly further divided into two

branches: (i) a tropical branch, comprising the South

China Sea summer monsoon and the western North

Pacific summer monsoon, and (ii) a subtropical branch,

which is commonly referred to as the East Asian sub-

tropical summer monsoon (EASSM) and covers main-

land China and the Japanese Islands (Zhu et al. 1986;

Tao and Chen 1987; Wang and LinHo 2002; He et al.

2007). Adapted from the schematic of Wang and LinHo

(2002), Fig. 1 shows the division and subdivisions of the

Asian summer monsoon. The establishment, evolution,

and multiscale variability of the EASM and its inter-

actions with South Asian summer monsoon and ENSO

have attracted enormous attention (e.g., Wang et al.

2000; Chang et al. 2004). Tropical forcing, midlatitude

baroclinic systems, diabatic heating over the Tibetan

Plateau, and air–sea interaction have all been identified

as influencing the onset and variability of the EASM

(e.g., Chang and Chen 1995; Chan et al. 2000; Ding and

Liu 2001; Zhang et al. 2004; Ding and Chan 2005; Wu

et al. 2012).

Earlier works of Tao and Chen (1987), Ding (1994),

and Lau and Yang (1997) suggested that the EASM be-

gins in mid-May over the South China Sea (SCS), while

Qian and Lee (2000) and Ding and Chan (2005) argued

that onset of the EASM is over the Indochinese Penin-

sula earlier in May. More recently, Qian et al. (2005)
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proposed that the Asian summer monsoon simulta-

neously establishes over northern SCS, the Indochinese

Peninsula, and the Bay of Bengal.

Most of these aforementioned studies regarded the

EASSM as the northward propagation of the tropical

summer monsoon. However, some have shown that the

subtropical rain belt over East Asia in late March–April

(Tian andYasunari 1998;Wan andWu2007) shares some

common features of a typical monsoon phenomenon and

should be treated as the onset of the quasi-independent

EASSM (Chen et al. 2000; Xu and Zhu 2002; He et al.

2008; Ren et al. 2010).Wang et al. (2004) showed that the

onset of the SCS summer monsoon is associated with

a strengthening of the mean 850-hPa westerly wind over

the central SCS (58–158N, 1108–1208E). In contrast, the

onset of the EASSM has been demonstrated to be asso-

ciated with the strengthening of the mean southerly wind

due to the reversal of zonal land–sea thermal contrast (Qi

et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2007; Zhu et al. 2012). Through all

of this debate on mechanism, there is not yet a consensus

criterion for defining the EASSM onset.

In recent years, the impacts of intraseasonal oscilla-

tions in convective activity, such as the Madden–Julian

oscillation (MJO) (Madden and Julian 1971), on the

EASM has attracted a lot of attention (Wen et al. 2004;

Ding and Chan 2005; Zhou and Chan 2005, 2013; Straub

et al. 2006; Tong et al. 2009; Li et al. 2013; Lau and

Waliser 2012). However, most of the aforementioned

studies focus on the tropical monsoons with little atten-

tion to the subtropical monsoons, such as the EASSM.

The current study seeks to identify key changes in the

atmospheric circulation that can be used to best define

the onset of the EASSM and to examine the association

between the tropical MJO activities and the onset of the

EASSM. Section 2 introduces the dataset and method-

ology of the current study. Section 3 seeks to establish an

index for defining the onset of the EASSM. Section 4

links the MJO activities to the onset of the EASSM.

Concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2. Data and methods

The primary dataset analyzed in this study is the Na-

tional Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

Climate Forecast System (CFS) Reanalysis (Saha et al.

2010). The CFS Reanalysis has a horizontal resolution of

0.58 3 0.58, with 37 vertical layers available every 6h.

The daily National Oceanographic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) outgoing longwave radiation

(OLR) (Liebmann and Smith 1996) is used as a proxy for

convective activity, while the Julian pentad precipitation

dataset comes from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC)

MergedAnalysis of Precipitation (CMAP; Xie andArkin

1997), which has a horizontal resolution of 2.58 3 2.58.
All data have global coverage for the analysis period of

1979–2010.

An EASSM onset–relative composite is created for

this 32-yr period of data. The pentad (which, here, is the

number of 5-day periods since 1 January) of EASSM

onset in each year is determined, the mean onset pentad

is calculated, and all years are time shifted such that the

EASSM onset is during the mean onset pentad. This

mean onset date can be denoted as pentad 0 with neg-

ative (positive) pentads being before (after) onset.

FIG. 1. Schematic depiction for the division of the Asian summer monsoon adapted from

Wang and LinHo (2002). Divisions shown are the Indian summer monsoon (ISM), East Asian

summer monsoon (EASM), South China Sea summer monsoon (SCSSM), East Asian Sub-

tropical summer monsoon (EASSM), and western North Pacific summer monsoon (WNPSM).

The numbers denote the timing of local peak monsoon rainfall in Julian pentads.
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The spatial–temporal wave-filtering method ofWheeler

andKiladis (1999) is applied to the fields of each individual

year to create composite anomalies of the OLR, hori-

zontal wind, geopotential height, and air temperature

(using fields on standard isobaric levels). To further

connect the MJO activities with the EASSM onset, the

wave filtering is done using periods of 20–70 days and

zonal wavenumbers 1–7 as the MJO-filtering band

(qualitatively, the results are not sensitive to the selected

cutoff periods so long as they include the periods

between 30 and 60 days).

3. The onset of East Asian subtropical summer
monsoon

As stated in Zhu et al. (2011), the latitude of 208N can be

used to empirically divide the tropical and subtropical

monsoondomainoverEastAsia. Since the exact boundaries

of the subtropical East Asian region vary in literature,

the current study narrowly selects the area bounded by

208–308N, 1108–1208E and as the focus area of the

EASSM for simplicity.1

To obtain a robust index for the onset of the EASSM,

we first derive the climatological-mean annual cycles

(using 30-yr averages from 1981 to 2010) for the CMAP

precipitation rate, the meridional wind shear between

925 and 200 hPa, the surface meridional wind, and the

500-hPa zonal temperature deviation averaged over the

EASSM domain (Fig. 2a). The zonal temperature de-

viation is defined as the anomalies relative to the zonal

FIG. 2. (a) Annual cycle of the CMAP precipitation rate (bars, mmday21), the meridional wind shear (MWS) between 925 and 200 hPa

(line with crosses, m s21), surface meridional wind (line with rectangles, m s21), and the 500-hPa zonal temperature deviation (line with

circles, K) averaged over the EASSM domain. (b) CMAP precipitation rate (mmday21) averaged from the twenty-fourth to twenty-fifth

pentads (.6mmday21, contoured every 2mmday21). (c) Height–timeHovmöller diagram of averagedmeridional wind over the EASSM
domain (every 1ms21, negative values shaded). (d) Longitude–time Hovmöller diagram of zonal temperature deviation at 500hPa over

208–308N (every 0.5K, positive values shaded). The time unit is the Julian pentad.

1 There is some subjectivity in the selection and definition of the

EASSM region, which would have implications on the exact timing

of the EASSM onset, but the physical processes that we describe

here should remain valid regardless of the criteria that we used.
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mean of 808–1608E. Significant features seen in these

annual cycles are the reversal of the meridional wind

shear, the surface meridional wind, and the zonal air

temperature deviation at around the twenty-fourth

pentad (i.e., 26–30 April); by this time, the mean rain-

fall rate exceeds 5mmday21. Moreover, the twenty-

fourth-to-twenty-fifth-pentad-mean precipitation map

indicates that the center of the area in which rainfall

exceeds 6mmday21 (often regarded as a signal for

significant convective precipitation) is within the focus

EASSM region, and the rainfall is much heavier than in

the adjacent regions, such as the South China Sea, the

Indochinese Peninsula, and the Indian Peninsula

(Fig. 2b). Figure 2c shows that the reversal of the

meridional wind shear around the twenty-fourth pentad

comes primarily from the reversal of upper-tropospheric

mean meridional wind from southerly to northerly, as

southerly low-level (e.g., 850-hPa) winds are seen even

before the eighteenth pentad. The corresponding reversal

of the zonal temperature deviation averaged over 208–
308N (Fig. 2d) is consistent with earlier studies that had

suggested that EASSM onset is induced by the zonal

land–sea thermal contrast reversal (He et al. 2007; Zhao

et al. 2007).

Figure 3 shows the establishment of a monsoonal

meridional cell over East Asia as the mean meridional

circulation reverses from the eighteenth to twenty-

eighth pentads. A typical Hadley cell with ascent in

the equator and descent in the subtropics persists before

the twenty-fourth pentad, but the cell breaks down

at the twenty-fourth pentad as the upper-tropospheric

winds reverse from southerly to northerly. The estab-

lishment of a meridional cell with ascent in the sub-

tropical and descent in the SCS area indicates the full

onset of the EASSM, which is consistent with Zhu et al.

(2000). As these changes in the vertical circulation take

place, the intensity of the subtropical westerly jet gradu-

ally weakens. Finally, an intimate linkage of the reversal

of the meridional wind shear and an abrupt westward

propagation of the South Asia high (SAH) from the

eastern Philippines to the southern tip of the Indochinese

Peninsula can be seen in the evolution of mean stream-

lines at 200 hPa (Figs. 4a–f).

Based on the above analysis, we believe that the re-

versal of the meridional winds in both the upper and

lower troposphere is strongly associated with the

EASSM onset. Since the reversal of the vertical merid-

ional wind shear can indicate the establishment of the

monsoonal cell, it can be used as a key factor to define

the EASSM onset. Based on the domain-averaged ver-

tical wind shear reversal (Fig. 2a), the twenty-fourth

pentad is identified here as the climatological EASSM

onset date. In other words, the seasonal transition from

winter to summer over the subtropical East Asian sector

occurs in late April. So defined, the mean onset date of

EASSM is earlier than the mean onset of both the South

China Sea summer monsoon (twenty-eighth pentad;

Lau and Yang 1997; Wu and Zhang 1998) and the

Indochinese Peninsula summer monsoon (9 May, or

twenty-sixth pentad; Zhang et al. 2002).

As discussed in Zhao et al. (2007), seasonal transition

over subtropical East Asia is likely a continuous process,

which, if viewed in terms of surface wind reversal or

local precipitation enhancement, may begin as early as

the sixth pentad. We acknowledge the subjectivity of an

EASSM onset index based primarily on the reversal of

the meridional mean circulation over such a narrowly

specified EASSM domain. Nevertheless, the evolution

of themeridional wind circulation following a so-defined

EASSM onset is generally consistent with that found in

previous studies (Zhao et al. 2007; Zhu et al. 2012). In

the meantime, the EASSM onset date so defined is also

coincident with the mean reversal of the surface wind

and zonal temperature deviation (gradient) averaged

over this subtropical region, along with enhanced pre-

cipitation (Fig. 2).

Based on the above definition, the EASSM onset date

(in pentads) for each year from 1979 to 2010 is de-

termined (Table 1). The mean onset date is the twenty-

third pentad,2 with a standard deviation of 2.8 pentads.

There are 14 and 13 years prior to and after this mean

onset date, respectively. The year of earliest onset is

2008: transition begins on the fifteenth pentad (mid-

March), though the domain-averaged precipitation is

less than 5mmday21at this time. The years of latest

onset are 1981, 1983, 1989, and 2010, each with onset in

the twenty-sixth pentad (early May). Onset is atypical

for those years with an asterisk in Table 1, as the vertical

meridional circulation is unsteady during the seasonal

transition and may have, in fact, reversed directions

multiple times. For example, in 1981, though the vertical

meridional wind shear first reverses sign and the

domain-averaged precipitation first exceeds 6mmday21

in the fifteenth pentad, the EASSM meridional cell is

eventually established at the twenty-sixth pentad when

the meridional shear reversal is accompanied in a re-

versal of the zonal temperature deviation (not shown).

Figures 5a–d show the composite mean of the me-

ridional circulation at one pentad prior to, the pentad of,

2 The number is one less than the climatological onset pentad,

primarily because the mean onset date is an average of individual

onset dates in the integer pentad, and the climatological onset date

is the first integer pentad after the onset. Existence of the non-

typical onset years, as well as the nonlinearity in the onset, may also

contribute to this small difference.
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one pentad after, and two pentads after onset (expressed

as pentads 21, 0, 11, and 12). These onset-relative

composites illustrate a similar flow transition before and

after EASSM onset seen in the climatological means in

Figs. 3 and 4. The composite analysis shows a narrower

and stronger Ferrel-likemeridional cell centered at 300–

400 hPa and 208N. After onset (Figs. 5b–d), the meridi-

onal mean flow reverses direction more abruptly over

the subtropical East Asian sector (208–308N). The

abrupt flow transition during EASSM onset can also be

clearly observed in the composite mean of the hori-

zontal circulation at 200 hPa shown in Figs. 5e–h. Along

with an eastward shift and weakening of the East Asian

subtropical jet during EASSM onset, the SAH begins to

reestablish itself from east of the Philippines (58N,

1608E) to over the Indochinese Peninsula (108N, 1058E)

FIG. 3. Height–latitude cross section of the mean meridional circulation averaged over the East Asian sector (1108–1208E) at the

(a) eighteenth, (b) twenty-second, (c) twenty-third, (d) twenty-fourth, (e) twenty-fifth, and (f) twenty-eighth pentads. Ascending vertical

motion is shaded while zonal wind is contoured at 5m s21 intervals.
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(thereafter, the SAH continues a westward and north-

ward propagation until it prevails over the Tibetan

Plateau). This nearly 508 longitudinal shift of the SAH

center changes the horizontal mean flow over the

EASSM region from southwesterly (to the left of the

SAH center) to northwesterly (to the right of the SAH),

which is likely the primary reason for the vertical me-

ridional mean-flow reversal during the EASSM onset.

The precise mechanisms that lead to the abrupt shift

of SAH during the EASSM onset are beyond the scope

of the current study. Previous studies of Li and Yanai

(1996) and Minoura et al. (2003) showed that formation

of the SAH is at least partly connected with intensified

tropical convection in the vicinity of the Maritime

Continent. Liu et al. (2009) also attributed the shift to

the variation of the diabatic heating over the southern

Asian subcontinent. The reversal of the zonal-mean tem-

perature deviation during the climatological EASSM

onset period is also evident in Fig. 2d. Since tropical con-

vection and the associated low-frequency response have

been identified to greatly influence the EASM (Zhou and

Chan 2005, 2013; Straub et al. 2006; Tong et al. 2009;

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the 200-hPa wind field (streamlines, m s21). Zonal wind greater than 30m s21 is shaded.
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Li et al. 2013), the following section examines the likely

linkage of the tropicalMJO activities to the shift of SAH

and the EASSM onset.

4. Potential linkage between MJO and EASSM
onset

To examine the evolution of tropical convective activ-

ity on the intraseasonal time scale during the period of

EASSM onset, Fig. 6 shows the onset-relative composite

of the OLR pentad anomalies as a proxy of deep tropical

convection. The pentad anomaly for each year is calcu-

lated by subtracting the corresponding 1981–2010 clima-

tological mean without filtering. At pentad 23 (23P),

convective activity is suppressed over the entire tropical

Indian Ocean (convection enhancement is observed over

western Africa at 23P, not shown). Enhanced (sup-

pressed) convective activity subsequently propagates

eastward, reaching eastern Africa (eastern Indian Ocean

and Maritime Continent) at 22P (Fig. 6b). The deep

convection further propagates eastward to the western

and central Indian Ocean by 21P, accompanied by pos-

itive MJO anomalies (indicating suppressed convection)

over the Maritime Continent and western Pacific

(Fig. 6c). The EASSM is established (0P, Fig. 6d) during

the arrival of the enhanced convective activity over the

central and eastern Indian Ocean (statistically significant

at the 95% confidence level) and while the suppressed

convection phase prevails over the western Pacific sector.

Subsequently, the enhanced convective activity propa-

gates eastward to the eastern Indian Ocean and the

Maritime Continent by 11P, arriving at the western Pa-

cific at 12P. In essence, Fig. 6 shows that the onset of

EASSM is intimately associated with the evolution of

deep tropical convection.

To further explore the linkage between the EASSM

onset and MJO, the real-time multivariate MJO (RMM)

index developed byWheeler andHendon (2004) (available

online at http://www.cawcr.gov.au/staff/mwheeler/maproom/

RMM/) is used here to identify different phases of MJOs

during the EASSM onset for each of the 32 years. As

shown in Fig. 7, the EASSM onset is strongly favored

when the wet phases of the tropical MJO propagate

from the western Indian Ocean to the central and east-

ern Indian Ocean. Nearly 70% of EASSM onset events

(22 of 32 years) occur when MJO is active during phases

1–3; in particular, wet phases 2 and 3 are occurring for

half of the onset events.

The potential influence of the MJO on the timing of the

EASSM onset is further illustrated through the time–

longitude Hovmöller diagrams of the composite3 OLR

anomalies along with the corresponding MJO-filtered sig-

nals from26P to16P averaged over the latitude bands of

158S–158N (Fig. 8a) and 208–308N (Fig. 8b), respectively.

Consistent with what is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the onset of

EASSM (0P) starts when deepmoist convection (reflected

by the minimum OLR anomaly) in the tropics is propa-

gating eastward from 408E to 808–1008E (Figs. 8a,c–h, with

statistical significance exceeding the 95% confidence

level). There are also eastward-propagating convective

activities associated with the tropical MJO in the sub-

tropical regions of the Northern Hemisphere. However,

the eastward propagation of such intraseasonal convective

activities in the subtropics is mostly stalled before reaching

the Indochina region (908–1208E) prior to EASSM onset

(Figs. 8b,d–f).

It is beyond the scope of the current study to also fully

explain the complex spatial patterns of the MJO-filtered

signals and the interactions between the tropical and

subtropical intraseasonal convective activities (Figs. 8c–h).

Nevertheless, we further apply the same spatial–temporal

MJO-filtering to the anomalies of other atmospheric

variables that include horizontal wind, geopotential

height, and air temperature represented by the corre-

sponding CFS Reanalysis (only the 24 years of typical

EASSM onset are used for the composite). The time–

height Hovmöller diagrams composited relative to the
EASSM onset pentad (Figs. 9a,c,e) show that both of the

original and the MJO-filtered anomalies of these three

variables averaged over the EASSM domain are maxi-

mized in the upper troposphere (around 200hPa for me-

ridional winds and geopotential heights and around

300hPa for temperature). Most notably, theMJO-filtered

upper-tropospheric meridional wind anomalies shift from

being distinctly positive (southerly) to negative (north-

erly) just before theEASSMonset (Figs. 9e,f), suggesting

TABLE 1. The EASSM onset date (Julian pentad) for each year

from 1979 to 2010. The atypical onset years are denoted with an

asterisk; these years are not used in the onset-relative composite

analysis in Figs. 8–10.

Year

Onset

date Year

Onset

date Year

Onset

date Year

Onset

date

1979* 23 1987 24 1995 24 2003 24

1980 19 1988 22 1996* 21 2004 23

1981* 26 1989 26 1997 25 2005 24

1982 23 1990 21 1998 23 2006 21

1983 26 1991 19 1999 20 2007* 25

1984 19 1992 18 2000* 23 2008* 15

1985* 19 1993 25 2001* 19 2009 20

1986 25 1994 20 2002 24 2010 26

Mean 23

3Only the 24 typical onset events (denoted in Table 1) were

included in the composite analysis of Figs. 8–10, though the results

would be qualitatively similar if all 32 years were used (not shown).
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FIG. 5. (a)–(d) As in Fig. 3, but for the onset-relative composites from 21P to 12P. (e)–(h) As in Fig. 4, but for the onset-relative

composites from 21P to 12P.
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a strong connection between the tropical MJO and the

upper-tropospheric meridional wind reversal (a key

factor in defining the EASSM onset). The MJO-filtered

height and temperature anomalies over the subtropics

are predominantly negative prior to the EASSM onset,

then change to positive soon after the onset (Figs. 9a,c).

Again, while it is beyond the scope of the current study

to examine how precisely the tropical MJO may be re-

sponsible for these negative height and temperature

anomalies in the subtropics, changes in these height

and temperature anomalies will impact the meridional

wind reversal as evidenced from Figs. 9f and 10k–o.

Note, as expected, the MJO-filtered height, tempera-

ture, and wind anomalies in the upper troposphere are

much stronger in the subtropics than in the tropics

(Figs. 9 and 10). The MJO-filtered convective activities

represented byOLR, on the other hand, are maximized

in the tropics (Fig. 8).

FIG. 6. The onset-relative composite OLR (Wm22) anomalies from 23P to 12P. Negative values indicate deep convection. The red

rectangle denotes the EASSM domain. Stippling indicates statistical significance at the 95% level.
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Given the composite analysis in Fig. 5 showing that

the onset of the EASSM (and the meridional wind re-

versal over subtropical East Asia) is directly linked to an

abrupt longitudinal shift of the SAH (from being cen-

tered at 1608 to around 1058E for 21P and 0P, re-

spectively, though varying slightly between different

levels), it is natural to ask how the tropical MJO may

potentially impact this westward shift of SAH. Indeed,

these MJO-filtered negative height anomalies are at

least consistent with (if not directly responsible for) the

westward shift of the SAH center. For example, at22P,

there are strong negative (moderate positive) MJO-

filtered height anomalies to the west (east) of the East

Asia subtropical sector (red box, Fig. 10a). The strong

negative MJO-filtered height anomalies shift to being

maximized just to the east of the subtropical domain after

the EASSM onset, while moderate positive anomalies

developed to the west (Fig. 10c), which is consistent with

the shifting of the SAH from being centered to the east to

being centered to the west of the focus subtropical do-

main before and after the onset of EASSM (Figs. 5e–g

and 10b–d).

The positive anomalous pairs prevailing over the

subtropics around 408–508E move eastward during

EASSM onset, accompanying the eastward propagation

of strong negative height anomalies (0P, Fig. 10c). This

pattern is consistent with the Rossby wave response to

theMJOheating (Rui andWang 1990;Hendon and Salby

1994; Kiladis et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2006; Barlow 2011). In

the upper troposphere, these anomalous cyclone–

anticyclone pairs extend to the subtropics and interact with

the climatological jet (Barlowet al. 2005;Barlow2011;Hoell

et al. 2012; Adames and Wallace 2014). The propagating

Rossby ‘‘gyres’’ exhibit larger amplitudes in the geo-

potential height and temperature fields than the equatorial

Kelvinwaves, as found in the current study (Figs. 9 and 10).

Moreover, Figs. 10a–j also shows that the MJO-filtered

height anomalies are highly correlated with the MJO-

filtered temperature anomalies. This correlation is gen-

erally consistent with Hoell et al. (2012), who proposed

that the temperature advection contributes to the anom-

alous ascent over South Asia at both the intraseasonal and

interannual time scales. Yang et al. (2007) also showed that

warming over the Indian Ocean basin may lead to

strengthening of the SAH through the Matsuno–Gill-like

response (Matsuno 1966; Gill 1980). Since the EASSM

onset can be identified by the reversal of the meridional

mean circulation (particularly due to wind direction

changes in the upper troposphere) over the East Asian

subtropical sector, the above analysis shows that it is

strongly associated with MJO-related height and temper-

ature anomalies. Although it is beyond the scope of the

current study to pinpoint the exact dynamics, our analysis

suggests that the tropical MJO activity may potentially be

FIG. 7. Phase-space diagram of MJO according to the RMM index of Wheeler and Hendon

(2004) for each year from 1979 to 2010.
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FIG. 8. (a),(b) Longitude–time Hovmöller diagram of the composite OLR anomalies (shaded, Wm22) and the MJO-filtered band

(contoured, Wm22) from26P to16P averaged over 158S–158N and 208–308N, respectively. (c)–(h) Composite OLR anomalies (shaded,

Wm22) and the MJO-filtered anomalies (contoured, Wm22) from 23P to 12P, respectively. Areas with statistical significance over the

95% confidence level are stippled.
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one of the important factors that contribute to the

EASSM onset.

5. Concluding remarks

The current study examines the characteristics of

changes in the atmospheric circulation associated with

the onset of EASSM and the correlation between the

tropical MJO activities and the EASSM onset. The cli-

matological onset of EASSM, signaling the seasonal

transition from winter to summer over East Asia, occurs

on the twenty-fourth pentad, when there is a reversal of

meridional wind in the upper troposphere. The reversal

of the focus-domain-averaged vertical meridional wind

FIG. 9. (a),(c),(e) Height–time Hovmöller diagrams of anomalies of geopotential height (gpm), temperature (K), and meridional wind
(m s21) (shaded), respectively, and the MJO-filtered anomalies (contours) averaged over the EASSM region. (b),(d),(f) Longitude–time

Hovmöller diagrams of anomalies of composite 200-hPa height, 300-hPa temperature, and 200-hPa meridional wind (shaded, averaged over
208–308N), respectively, and the MJO-filtered band (contours). Areas with statistical significance over the 95% confidence level are stippled.
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shear is thus used as a key index to define the EASSM

onset date for each year based on the CFS Reanalysis.

The mean onset date of the EASSM occurs during the

twenty-third pentad with a standard deviation of 2.8

pentads. The onset-relative composite analysis indicates

that the vertical meridional flow reversal is most likely

attributable to the reestablishment of SAH over the

southern Indochinese Peninsula after an abrupt west-

ward shift in the upper troposphere.

Further analysis reveals that the onset of the EASSM

and the reestablishment of SAH are associated with

the eastward propagation of the wet phase of the

tropical MJO from the western Indian Ocean to the

eastern Indian Ocean. It is suggested that the tropical

MJO may be strongly linked to the westward shift of

SAH, which causes the reversal of MJO-filtered me-

ridional wind anomalies associated with the EASSM

onset.

FIG. 10. Composite (shaded) andMJO-filtered anomalies (contoured) from22P to12P for (a)–(e) 200-hPa geopotential height (gpm),

(f)–(j) 300-hPa air temperature (K), and (k)–(o) 200-hPa meridional wind (m s21). Areas with statistical significance over the 95%

confidence level are stippled.
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However, the tropical MJO activities may not be

the only factor to the EASSM onset. It remains un-

clear what causes the convection’s eastward move-

ment that affects the convective development in the

East Asian subtropical region. Previous works also

showed the potential impact of midlatitude systems on

the EASM onset (e.g., Chang and Chen 1995; Ding

and Liu 2001), as well as the initiation of tropical

MJOs (e.g., Zhang 2013). Meanwhile, the heating

impact of the Tibetan Plateau and the midlatitude

baroclinic systems may have also contributed to

EASSM onset, which is beyond the scope of the cur-

rent research.

Moreover, the current results are obtained primarily

through composite observational analysis of historical

atmospheric records. Future research is also needed to

further establish the potential causation and the likely

underlying mechanisms, possibly with the aid of nu-

merical sensitivity experiments.
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